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The Dark Side of Sunlight Is Expanding Its Presence in the Solar System This illustration by the SETI Institute shows an asteroid
drawn to scale and showing the result of a simulated survey by an Earth-orbiting spacecraft.The detection of near-Earth objects

(NEOs) is of great interest to the scientific community, as they provide a direct window onto the most primitive planet of the solar
system. Credit: SETI Institute Data collected by NASA's asteroid-chasing Dawn spacecraft has revealed a long-term increase in
asteroid activity in the main belt of the solar system. This trend is consistent with the idea that the outer solar system is in the

midst of a more active dynamical phase than previously thought. Scientists believe that near-Earth asteroids (NEAs) represent the
leftover rubble left over from a long ago collision between a planet and the early solar system. Many near-Earth asteroids are also
called trans-Neptunian objects (TNOs), because they orbit the sun at a greater distance. NASA's Dawn spacecraft has provided a
wealth of new information about these trans-Neptunian objects that orbit the sun at greater distances than Earth. These findings
come from observations of the dwarf planet Ceres, which Dawn visited last year. Much of the research on TNOs have been done
from a distant vantage point—such as the Hubble Space Telescope. But Dawn has allowed new insights into their characteristics,
including hundreds of new discoveries of NEAs. In a paper posted today on the online publication arXiv.org, a team of scientists

from Europe, the United States, and Japan describe their findings on asteroids and TNOs in the main belt (close to the orbit of Mars)
as well as the Kuiper belt (the realm of the giant planets). The study shows a significant shift in activity toward the main belt in the
last million years, a period that has also seen a period of geologically young activity in the region, which correlates with a period of

active belt formation. The researchers' findings come as no surprise
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Build 30440Â .Pleiotropic effects of CD40-mediated signaling in experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis. CD40L plays an
important role in the initiation of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) by the myeloid cell populations in the CNS. We

demonstrated that the expression of CD40 on parenchymal cells, including neurons and oligodendrocytes (OLs), also leads to a
complete EAE-like disease. Here, we demonstrate that CD40-mediated signaling on OLs results in the differentiation of

parenchymal cells into OL-like cells in vitro. In the brains of these animals, progenitors were found to express many molecules
known to promote repair and/or remyelination (Galcetano et al., 2003). In vivo, early treatment with CD40 ligand (CD40L) induced
the differentiation of CD11b(+)Gr-1(-) myeloid progenitors into OLs, the majority of which expressed O4, a marker of mature OLs.

Moreover, the lesions of EAE mice treated with CD40L were less severe and contained less demyelination and
microglia/macrophages. Thus, CD40-mediated signaling in the
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